
 
JASON Collections Overview 

 
 

JASON curricula engage students in the exploration of real-world phenomena through investigations, articles,             
videos, digital games and simulations, field-based projects and design challenges while exposing students to a               
wide variety of STEM-related fields and career pathways. 
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Earth Science  
Climate: Seas of Change (Oceanography, Climate) 
Students investigate and analyze the processes that shape and change climate from global surface currents and wind                 
patterns to humans' role in the environment. Includes connections to engineering design. 
 
Monster Storms (Extreme Weather) 
Students become weather forecasters, fly into the eye of a hurricane, and chase tornadoes through Tornado Alley, while                  
exploring the use of cutting-edge technology to reduce property damage and loss of life. Includes connections to                 
engineering design. 
 
Tectonic Fury (Geology) 
Students investigate Earth's past, present, and future to unlock its geologic mysteries and explore the constructive and                 
destructive forces that have created the features we see today on land and underwater. Includes connections to                 
engineering design. 
 
You are the Next Space Explorer (Space, Engineering): coming summer 2020 
One of your students may very well be the Next Space Explorer! The Aldrin Family Foundation and JASON Learning have 
partnered to provide educators with exciting activities, articles, and videos that will connect students with the history, 
science, and future of space exploration.  
 

Life Science 
Living Well (Biology)  
Living Well explores the wonders of biology - from the molecular building blocks of life, to cells, organs and organ 
systems, to the human body as an interconnected whole, and even the behavior of populations - through the prism of 
health and disease. Includes connections to engineering design. 
 
Resilient Planet (Ecology) 
Students investigate the health of our environment and discover how to protect our planet's ecosystems as they visit                  
some of Earth's most diverse ecosystems to uncover the mysteries of our planet. Includes connections to engineering                 
design. 
 
STEM vs. Disease  (Human Biology)  
Join a young leukemia patient on her journey through cancer diagnosis, treatment, and recovery. Students explore how 
innovations in STEM are improving outcomes for cancer patients.  
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=18hvmSvhZaNA06Vf-BIaDmoJ8URriELSq
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1yfd89ysfYlr1Zdnmap7LdeqxQCLeLrjl
https://drive.google.com/a/jason.org/file/d/1sLF6eDnPeqVc2vZpMKQH0vd44Oc7VX39/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/jason.org/file/d/1Oe9PxTKlIBwYIV58rNhFzASB-KDEsTfB/view?usp=sharing


Physical Science 
Infinite Potential (Energy) 
Students explore the way energy transfers and transforms, the technologies designed to meet the needs of an                 
energy-hungry planet, and the environmental and economic trade-offs inherent in our quest towards sustainability.              
Includes connections to engineering design and math. 
 
Universal Constants (Units & Measurement): coming summer 2020 
Exciting changes in the way we define the units that make up the metric system are helping answer questions about the                     
smallest and largest phenomena in the universe. Students follow the work of scientists from the National Institute of                  
Standards and Technology (NIST) as they push the boundaries of what’s possible when measuring mass, length,                
temperature, and time, and explore how they are essential to continued progress in science and engineering.  
 
Terminal Velocity (Forces & Motion) 
Students investigate forces and motion and simple machines through measurements, car crashes, Mars exploration, and               
the Deep Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. Includes connections to engineering design and math. 
 
World of Waves (Mechanical and LIght Waves) 
Discover how waves are everywhere in natural and constructed environments, from giant tsunamis to computer               
microprocessors, and build a deep understanding of the physics of waves. Explore how waves in water, sound, light, and                   
other electromagnetic energies are involved in engaging real-world phenomena, like surfing in the ocean, animal               
communication, and mobile networks. Includes connections to engineering design and math. 
 

Engineering & Design / Design Thinking 
Design and Pitch (PBL) 
Students think like an entrepreneur as they create real solutions to messy STEM problems. Students use their knowledge                  
and expertise in creative ways to invent new products that meet customers’ needs, and develop a “pitch” to a panel of                     
judges to make a convincing argument that their solution is worth funding. Includes connections to Math. 
 
Innovation Sandbox (PBL) 
Draw on logic, imagination, intuition, knowledge, and reasoning as you explore, prototype and develop essential 
solutions to real-world problems that achieve the best outcomes for the end users. Design green spaces, or an energy 
efficient home. Solve the problem of flooding in your community to help build resilience in the face of disaster, or 
imagine and design fun and creative ways to lead a healthy life. 
 
Internet for All (PBL) 
Rural communities across the country are developing and implementing plans to provide broadband internet access to 
ALL of their citizens. Students explore the science behind broadband access, leverage math skills to identify community 
needs and develop and implement a plan to support first time users. This curriculum is the result of public/private 
collaboration between Doddridge County Schools in W.V., Citynet and JASON Learning.  
 

Math 
ARGO Math – A Fine Line (Algebra) 
Students explore how linear relationships – expressions, equations and inequalities – are used to solve exciting and 
important real-world challenges, from designing an amusement park to developing a business plan. DISCLAIMER: “A Fine 
Line” is currently a BETA version, and under active development. The full version of the unit will be launched Winter 
2019.   
 
ARGO Math – Here’s Looking at Euclid (Geometry) 
Students explore real-world connections between perimeter, area, and volume; lines, angles, and polygons; and 
coordinate geometry and the Pythagorean Theorem. 
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-66kSdHVJl0iLJCcCkJ_eJQ_1i-a__E8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-66kSdHVJl0iLJCcCkJ_eJQ_1i-a__E8
https://drive.google.com/a/jason.org/file/d/1XWxXlB75yzOaVyAespow1OPcjyF1ybn9/view?usp=sharing


 
Interdisciplinary 
The Cutting Edge (Medicine and Agriculture) 
From innovations in genetics and medicine to farming for the future, students explore new frontiers in STEM through a 
series of inspired articles, engaging discussions, and research projects. 
 
Immersion Learning (STEAM for K-6)  
Immersion Learning is a collection of 8 Adventure Series designed to help youth succeed in science, math, and literacy 
while using technology and engineering to explore real world phenomena. Immersion Learning takes students around 
the world from Monterey Bay’s National Marine Sanctuary to the polar extremes of the Arctic and Antarctica to explore 
the world’s natural resources and the tools and technology scientists use to understand them.  
 
Recycling Activities Collection (Banded by Grade Level) 
Designed in partnership with The Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries (ISRI), students explore the benefits and                
challenges of sustainable recycling through a variety of activities ranging from physics and chemistry to engineering and                 

human impacts, while becoming informed citizens and careful consumers.  
 
Wetlands: Race to Restore (Ecology, Environmental, Earth,  Social Studies) 
Students investigate the ecology of wetland systems and the economic, environmental, and engineering challenges 
related to wetland health and restoration. Includes connections to engineering design. 
 

Other 
ATHENA (Educator Sharing Site) 
Athena is the goddess of knowledge, wisdom, courage, strategy and many more attributes that today we seek to build in                    
our STEM classrooms. Through the centuries, scholars have understood that these attributes are best developed               
through collaboration and partnership. In this spirit, we have created the ATHENA initiative, a place on our website                  
where you can come together with the JASON community to share and learn from your STEM teaching experiences.  
 
Think Digital (CyberSecurity and Digital Literacy)  
Explore the exponentially growing world of cybersecurity. Build an understanding of computing and computer systems, 
networks and the internet, data collection and analysis, algorithms and programming, and the broader social and 
economic opportunities and impacts of computing. 
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https://drive.google.com/a/jason.org/file/d/11W8VH-qnGHNFx0HjQ9ygpiEjIy_5UVcY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Bd8W8nOeobvqCypJbXJieGG86eM4Tmc0
https://drive.google.com/a/jason.org/file/d/1IASpF2RB9PJehVMnF6_8p3DbMRTz-NoO/view?usp=sharing


Curricula at-a-Glance  
www.jason.org  

 
 

JASON curricula engage students in the exploration of real-world phenomena through investigations, articles, videos, digital games and simulations,                  
field-based projects and design challenges while exposing students to a wide variety of STEM-related fields and career pathways. 
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ARGO Math: (Geometry) 8-12    * *  * *  * 

ARGO Math: (Algebra) 8-12    * *  * *  * 

Climate: Seas of Change 4-12  * * * *   *  * 

Design & Pitch 4-12 * * * * * * * *  * 

The Cutting Edge 9-12 * * * * *   *  * 

Immersion Learning Adventure 
Series 

K-6 * * * *      * 

Infinite Potential 4-12   * * *   *  * 

Innovation Sandbox 4-12 * * * * * *  *  * 

Internet for All 9-12   * * * * * * * * 

Living Well 9-12 *    *     * 

Monster Storms 4-12  *  * *   *  * 

Recycling Activities Collection K-12 * * * * *   *  * 

STEM vs. Disease 9-12 *    *   *  * 

Tectonic Fury 4-12  *  * *   *  * 

Terminal Velocity 4-12   * * *  * *  * 

Think Digital 4-12     *   * * * 

Universal Constants 9-12   * *   * *  * 

Wetlands: Race to Restore 4-12 * * * * *   *  * 

World of Waves 4-12   * * *   *  * 

You Are the Next Space 
Explorers (AFF) 

6-12 * * * *    *  * 
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